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Brian Vollmer's party includes him singing and 
playing fiddle, banjo, and guitar. Rosie Newton 
and Nate Leath also play fiddle with Brian and 
each other. Ben Townsend plays banjo and fiddle. 
Mark Schimick is on guitar and mandolin. Joseph 
DeJarnette plays bass. Sarah Jamison, Liz 
Pickard , and Max Paskin-Fierlague also sing and 
play. Most of the excellent material comes from 
West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, 
and North Carolina from sources such as Clyde 
Davenport, Bob Rogers, the Camp Creek Boys, 
French Carpenter and Wilson Douglas, the 
Stanley Brothers, Bill Burchfield, Roscoe 
Holcomb, and the Skillet Lickers. Vollmer 
includes one original , "What We Got's Rich." 

The vocals are a bit rough, but the rest of the 
music is excellent. The CD opens with a lively 
rendition of "Arkansas Two-Step" in C from 
Rogers, with Vollmer and Newton fiddling. Vollmer 
moves to banjo for "Fall On My Knees." "The Lost 
Goose" in B , learned directly from Clyde, again 
features fine double-fiddling by Vollmer and 
Newton. "Ladies On The Steamboat," also from 
Davenport overflows with energy. "Eizik's 
Farewell" is a fine fiddle/banjo duet by Townsend 
and Vollmer. "Birchfield 's Sally Ann" is more 
powerful double-fiddling. "What We Got's Rich" is 
a fiddle tune Vollmer wrote in F when he was 
learning to play in that key. 

As the title suggests, Vollmer tried to capture 
the sound and feel of an old-time music party. This 
one sounds like it was loads of fun with a lot of 
great music. (Patuxent Music, P.O. Box 572, 
Rockville, MD 20848, www.pxrec.com.)SAG 
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The Stetson Family is an Australian quintet 
with a heavily song-focused approach. The lead 
vocal and songwriting chores are split fairly evenly 
between guitarist/resonator guitarist Nadine 
Budge and guitarist John Bartholomeusz (the 
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latter writing in tandem with banjoist Colin Swan) . 
Budge's songs have more of an original spark, 
which may explain why she was selected to 
participate in IBMA's Songwriter Showcase in 
2012. Even though a few of her best pieces could 
be categorized as sad waltzes , there's never a 
sameness to them. Each of her songs has a life 
of its own, from the nostalgic romantic reverie of 
"Dark Side OfT own" and the melancholic "Traces 
Of You" to the anthemic title track. 

The Bartholomeusz/Swan songs more clearly 
reveal their influences in traditional folk and 
bluegrass, with the requisite work song ("Smokey 
Valley") , prison song ("That's How Much I Miss 
Your Love"), and murder ballad ("Hey, Sister 
Mary"). To their credit, though, they manage to put 
their own little idiosyncratic twist on each of them. 

All bandmembers contribute to the very 
accomplished vocal mix, including mandolinist 
Andrew Carswell and bassist Luke Richardson. 
Instrumentally, banjoist Swan sounds like he has 
the strongest bluegrass chops, with the guitar and 
mandolin seeming more at home on the softer, 
folksier tracks. Nonetheless, there's a lot to be 
commended for a band that has carved out its own 
body of songs, all with plenty of traditional 
influences. Whether you consider this acoustic 
Americana or Australiana, these are five original 
voices worth a listen for bluegrass fans. 
(www.thestetsonfamily.com)HK 
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Eddie's and Everett's 

On any given night nationwide, local bands are 
having a go at their own take on bluegrass, putting 
in four sets at a local nightspot or restaurant. The 
Apostles of Bluegrass from Mansfield , Ga. , sixty 
miles east of Atlanta, are one such band, and this 
is a composite from several live shows they 
performed in the nearby towns of Suwanee and 
Decatur at Eddie's Attic and Everett's Music 
Barn, respectively. In the band are Johnny 
Roquemore on lead vocals and guitar, Dave Ross 
on vocals, bass, banjo, and resonator guitar, and 
John Nipper on vocals, banjo, mandolin , and 
harmonica. Half the 16 songs are originals, though 
who wrote what isn't noted. 

Largely, the Apostles are at their best on the 
slower tunes and medium tempo tunes, and also 
on tunes that fall outside a bluegrass beat. 
"Sixteen Tons," "Angel From Montgomery," "Don't 
Think Twice," and "Proud Mary" all fall in that 
category. Not only do those songs highlight 
Roquemore's throaty and all-knowing vocals to 
best effect, but they also offer the band a chance 
to create a more cohesive rhythm structure, for 
example, when they use a closed-chord guitar 
rhythm on "Sixteen Tons." They do, however, give 
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a nice reading to a somewhat uptempo "Little 
Mountain Church House," performed as a trio of 
resonator, mandolin, and guitar with vocals. "Salty 
Dog Blues" is also pretty good. 

The originals tackle such subjects as the 
wonders of"Duck Tape," the joy of looking through 
the hole in "Grandma's Wooden Leg ," and 
enumerating a catalog of how you know you're "In 
The South ," including finding the late Dale 
Earnhardt on the pole. While none of them are 
what you 'd call classics of songwriting , they're all 
in good fun, and that's what this album represents 
as a whole-an evening of good fun. (R-Way 
Music, P.O. Box 24, Mansfield , GA 30055, 
www. apostlesofbluegrass. com. )BW 
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Family bands are the backbone of bluegrass 
music. From the Monroes to the Stonemans to 
the Cherryholmes, young pickers have honed 
their skills in the bosom of family. Jack Tuttle, a 
much-loved California fiddler, heads up this 
particular outfit , anchoring his teenagers Molly, 
Michael , and Sullivan, their friend A.J. Lee, and 
guest fiddler Brittany Haas with his steady bass 
playing and wisdom. 

Perhaps you have already seen the Tuttles on 
You Tube. ("EI Cumbanchero"!) If so, you will be 
happy to know that the precocious poppets have 
grown into tasteful , mature players. Molly picks 
her banjo and guitar solid, while A.J. Lee and 
Michael share inventive mandolin leads and 
occasionally twin each other. Sullivan, on guitar, 
still serves up some flash and pizzazz, but never 
at the expense of the song. 

Now let me misquote an old saying: "Hot 
picking don't last, good singing do." Youngsters 
are always going to dazzle with instrumental 
prowess. The question is: Can they sing? On 
Endless Ocean, the answer is a resounding yes! 
A.J. and Molly, who share the lead vocals, have 
impressive young voices-pure and unadorned. 
A.J.'s voice is slightly husky. Folks familiar with 
church harmony would call her an "alto." It's hard 
to imagine that anyone could breathe new life into 
"Hickory Wind," that favorite from the '70s, but A.J. 
hits a home run here. Molly's voice is on the lighter 
side with a bit of the breathy quality that is popular 
today. Few young singers , however, could tackle 
Hazel Dickens' "A Few Old Memories" and make 
it work. Molly does, and her guitar intro is perfect. 
Other highlights include the haunting "Oh, 
Mandolin," the showcase instrumental "Beau
mont Rag ," and the barnburning "White House 
Blues." With singing and picking like this, these 
young players are a welcome wave of the future. 
(Jack Tuttle, 211 Lambert Ave. , Palo Alto, CA 
94306, www.jacktuttle.com.)MHH 
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